To know that we know what we know, and to know that we do not know what we do not know, that is true knowledge. Copernicus

Introduction
How important is precision in PGIS mapping? Maps consist of different layers of spatial information – such as roads, distances between places, boundaries, physical features or land uses. But how do maps represent fuzzy and imprecise spatial information, such as seasonally variable resources? Or the real effort and drudgery of walking from one place to another? Or people’s mental maps (images) of places they like, or are afraid of, or are sacred to them?

This article explores some issues that are important when considering how precise – or imprecise – a map and the spatial information that it represents should be. It also asks, who is it important for, and why?

Standard GIS approaches can place unnecessary and misleading emphasis on precision, often legitimising elite control (by planners or GIS experts) over both spatial knowledge and the tools used. The flashiness of GIS outputs impresses decision-makers, but it can also create a false impression and legitimise what is actually bad data (Abbot et al., 1998). The political implications of ignoring imprecision and ambiguity is critical for PGIS practitioners and spatial decision makers. So the conventional questions of:

- what degrees of precision or accuracy are needed in participatory mapping?
- what are the costs of working with lower levels of precision and accuracy?

…need to be replaced by more pertinent questions:

- for what purposes, and under what conditions, is it necessary to represent ambiguity and uncertainty?
- what are the costs of misrepresenting ambiguity and replacing it with an unwarranted security of false preciseness?

This article asks,
• do accuracy and precision have value in a PGIS and planning context?
• how do precision and fuzziness, ambiguity and certitude of information function in the context of the tasks and intentions of PGIS?
• can we better represent non-accuracy, imprecision and ambiguity in geo-information?

Participatory Mapping and Participatory GIS
Participatory Mapping and PGIS is special, because
• it includes information about local interests and priorities;
• it can be representative of social communities, as well as individuals;
• it involves multiple processes of people’s participation in information identification and selection;
• it contributes to capacity-building: groups can be empowered, by involvement in P-mapping/PGIS processes; and in particular
• it elicits local (and indigenous) knowledge.

There are also other aspects that add value to the use of GIS:
• we can use it for spatial analysis of e.g. proximity, buffer zones, overlaying different types of land use, efficient networks (e.g. of people, or roads etc.); and
• we can use it for recording, protecting, exchanging, and sharing spatial information.

PGIS and P-mapping can be used to handle a range of real problems and applications of spatial information. For example:
• **Adding to conventional information**: i.e. recording technical spatial knowledge of specific resources, e.g. natural resource management (NRM) systems, or environmental and social hazards. This is often referred to as ISK – indigenous or local spatial knowledge. It also incorporates the mapping of indigenous technical knowledge (ITK). There are numerous cases of applications to NRM (McCall 2006)
• **Finding out new and unknown information** from new sources, previously unknown to conventional surveys and science, which can be used for making specific claims e.g. to resources, which can then be conventionally mapped. But it may include locations and resources which people want to keep secret from outside exploitation.
• **Alternative competing positions**: an explicitly political application, this refers to local spatial knowledge of people’s interests, priorities, entitlements and values, information
that is unrecorded in the standard maps of the ‘powerful’. This is especially important when made by the relatively disadvantaged, inarticulate, or dispossessed; and is often termed as ‘counter-mapping’.

- P-mapping is used to discover and interpret people’s ‘natural geography’, or mental maps, including spaces, places and things of cultural value, sacred and historical spaces and cosmovisions. These are frequently, but not confined to indigenous peoples. This is the most problematic application of P-mapping because it must often handle alternative indigenous spatial concepts.

Spatial imprecision and fuzziness in maps

Precision is seen as basic to a scientific approach, like accuracy and reliability of information; surely we cannot reject it? If inaccuracy is a distortion of reality, imprecision is seen as a failure of observation and measurement.

But, we should question why precision is considered a necessity in Participatory GIS:

- Spatial reality is not precise: it is always fuzzy and frequently ambiguous.
- So it can be misleading to misrepresent it as being precise and accurate – this is ‘false precision’.
- There are developing approaches in software and hardware that increasingly allow for fuzzy representations.

Spatial imprecision and ambiguity can originate from various other causes, e.g.

- the technical limitations of maps; or
- the (mis)interpretation of spatial reality.

At complex political and ideological power levels, the ambiguity comes from the false precision, which obscures local claims and competing viewpoints.

Scale and resolution are technical constraints

Whether a location is accurately or precisely marked on the map is related to resolution. Resolution is the ‘size of the smallest feature in a data set that can be discerned’ and is chosen by the map maker. Resolution and the scale of the display (map or photo) are related. Take a 1:50000 map sheet, the smallest item you can see on it with good eyesight and luck is 0.5 mm, thus 25 m. square, in practice more likely, 50 m. square, so a road may appear five times its real width.

This also effects the level of map detail – what gets included and what gets left out. PGIS practitioners maintain that the quality of the information, particularly the representational accuracy, is always more significant than mere quantity of data.

Box 1: Spatial precision and accuracy

In ordinary usage, precision refers to the level of spatial resolution, or, to the accuracy and reliability of the geo-referencing. And in measurement terms, accuracy refers to the percentage of real (actual, named) objects, which can be correctly located on the map. Maps deal with two sorts of accuracy:

- representational accuracy (which object?); and,
- positional accuracy (which location?)

Positional accuracy is how well we measure the location of features on a map. It depends on how reliable the data source is, the measurement device used, and how the data has been presented or changed. It is difficult to assess positional accuracy, it can only be checked against another ‘better’ source.

Attribute or representational accuracy, on the other hand, measures the characteristics of features. It is inevitably affected by people’s understanding, interpretation, and classification of the features shown on the map. Different people have different interpretations of features. So it is not only important to understand ‘who chooses the map legend?’ but also ‘what do the choosers understand by the symbolism?’

Uncertainty of spatial information: no clear hard boundaries

Are boundaries precise in reality? Boundaries are dynamic, e.g. rivers are seasonal movers, as are wetlands, vegetation cover. The same is also true for e.g. social classes or cultural groups who do not have a unique or fixed location with precise boundaries, such as women, pastoralists, students, or, the ‘poorest 10%’. Official maps often fail to reflect this.

Positional and representational ambiguity – shadows

‘Shadows’ are the external impacts, which are necessary, inseparable implications of the mapped objects, connected by real processes – such as ‘downstream’ and ‘upstream’ impacts, and ecological footprints. Buildings have shadows of light and microclimates of cold and wind; cities have resource impacts; plantations and mines create local and distant changes in land use and households; likewise with consumer shopping patterns; national economic policies have international impacts; and we find ecological footprints at all scales.

Mapmakers normally ignore the shadows of the located objects, although they are inevitable and concrete spatial ‘by-products’. We need to ask, for whose benefit are these shadows ignored?

Competing viewpoints and power

Spatial precision is of course needed for certain situations e.g. processing legal land claims, or for calculating taxes owed on land owned. But often, the final map/GIS product...
also needs to show competing alternative viewpoints of different actors. These might be about resource claims, or development visions. Mapping has always been associated with formalising and legitimising e.g. property relations, ownership, inheritance, social distribution (Wood 1998). But all too frequently they present only one viewpoint, usually that of those in power and control – ‘possession is 9/10ths of the law’ is not just a cliché in NRM.

This can often lead to (sometimes deliberate) disputes and to conflicts. Reports from many countries, e.g. Philippines, Bolivia, Mexico, give instances of violence arising when boundaries are put on maps where none existed before, or when local people lose their rights to collect medicinal plants, food and building materials, fuel, etc. from forests and ‘wastelands’ (e.g. Fox et al. 2005).

GIS approaches are weak in representing fundamental power relations (cf. Abbott et al., 1998). Standard GIS outputs do not reflect actual political processes and the realities of social-political power. For instance, conventional mapping of land titles over-simplifies overlapping claims from different stakeholders and reduces them to a simplistic two-dimensional space of ‘private (household) title’ which can lead to exclusion and conflicts.

Competing viewpoints can be partially solved by ‘counter maps’, the explicit mapping of the priorities, needs, problems, claims, etc. of the disadvantaged and less articulate. Early examples were specifically for women’s maps, such as of forest areas for gathering woodfuel, or women’s utilisation of so-called ‘wastelands’ for collecting medicinal plants, but counter maps are applicable to any power-deficient groups (Peluso, 1995).

Representing and interpreting ‘fuzziness’

Some argue strongly that GIS and local or indigenous knowledge are inherently incompatible. On the one hand, is the ultra-precision of the digitised geo-data. On the other hand, there is ambiguity, spirituality and emotion e.g. the use of stories and dance rather than documents or maps as forms of knowledge communication. So how do people in a ‘natural geography’ context regularly handle local spatial knowledge or ISK? What does this imply for using PGIS tools to represent fuzzy, ambiguous, uncertain spaces?

- Maps and GIS can’t be very precise about indistinct descriptive spatial terms like ‘near’, ‘far’, ‘isolated’, ‘crowded’ (Rundstrom 1995).
- ‘Real space’, as perceived by people has fuzzy boundaries.
and flows not well expressed in GIS. Boundaries do not exist in isolation, and are not necessarily seen by neighbours in the same place.

- **Local boundaries** are not easily translated into digital format. ‘Flexible’ boundaries are identifiable, but open to change through negotiation or force. ‘Fuzzy’ boundaries exist where different social groups have different uses for the same, or overlapping areas.

- **Multiple levels** of detail, e.g. traditional land users maintain that hunting, fishing, and collecting do not occur at specific sites but over spatial and temporal (seasonal) ranges, which also have complex social user regulations, and thus do not fit into standard resource mapping.

- Real space and **distances** are tightly coupled with **time** in people’s cognition; e.g. traditional words for land areas are often related to the time needed for ploughing.

- Space is not always the same as distance. Often the most important thing to people is the **point of interest**, and not the spaces between them, e.g. fishermen know individual points of significance (e.g. fishing grounds) in fine detail, with non-linear ‘space jumps’ between them.

- **Distances are not symmetric**, they seem ‘longer’ or ‘shorter’ depending on the time and effort involved, e.g. uphill or downhill, or, with or against the commuter traffic flow.

- People certainly do not conceptualise space in only two dimensions, as do map and aerial photo images. ‘Escaping this flatland is the essential task of envisioning information – for all the interesting words (physical, biological, imaginary, human) that we seek to understand are inevitably and happily multivariate in nature’ (Tuft 1990).

- **Our consciousness can operate at several spatial scales simultaneously**, people have the ability to easily jump from one scale to another, e.g. our thoughts can skip instantly from finding our car keys to a mental map of the city to drive through. This ‘jumping scales’ is better represented by dynamic GIS than by conventional maps.

- **Multi-signal, multi-sensual, multi-media.** The mental maps and ‘memoryscapes’ inside our heads include sounds and remembered smells and tastes, as well as multiple moving and still images.

- Decision-making in participatory spatial planning must deal with incomplete information, i.e. people have to make a guess at missing information using ‘common sense’ rules.

- Understanding and interpreting spatial images (maps, photos, etc.) including the concepts of direction, distance, density, etc., is culture-specific and language-specific. (Rundstrom 1995).

- Mental maps are naturally spatio-temporal, i.e. they consider factors of both space and time. They recognise the flows and rates of e.g. physical resources, information, and ideas, as well as the extent of spheres of influence, power, and control, etc.

### When does PGIS need to be precise?

How do precision and fuzziness, or ambiguity and certitude relate to PGIS practice?

The figure above shows common applications of PGIS.

---

2 Many spatial concepts, especially of indigenous peoples, make use of ‘incorporative’ (stories, dance, etc.), rather than ‘inscriptive’ (documents, maps, etc.), modes of communicating knowledge.
What can we do with imperfect information?

Gathering and assessing information or data using participatory approaches is closely linked to local interpretations of accuracy and relevance. How can PGIS tools recognise, understand and handle ‘imperfect data’ in all its glorious fuzziness, non-exclusivity, ambiguity, and imprecision? Visualisation and GIS technologies which are appropriate for understanding mental maps and for handling typical information in participatory spatial planning need different capabilities than are found in standard GIS (see Box 2).

Box 2: Representing ISK and mental maps using PGIS needs to:

- select the map resolution appropriate to the local context – there seems to be a window of ‘natural’ scale most appealing to users, usually large scale, 1:5,000 – 1:20,000, which makes the map display easier to read and understand, and ensures a sufficient level of detail;
- gather and incorporate qualitative and emotional knowledge by using qualitative rather than quantitative methods (e.g. story-recording, sketching, video), and then transferring it into regular maps or digital geo-information;
- show some areas as fuzzy or multi-layered zones, with fuzzy, blurred, boundaries, and flexible or multiple boundaries;
- represent long-range visions with fuzzy margins (whether in space, in time, or as objects) to symbolise that they are not yet detailed and can be changed;
- represent some objects or locations as uncertain, hidden (e.g. sacred) or restricted locations;
- be linked to other information, e.g. using hyperlinks to other documents or media files;
- be transparent, e.g. showing multiple land rights and entitlements;
- be able to ‘jump scale’ enabling people to become involved at scales relevant to their daily lives or long-term interests;
- present counter-maps of disadvantaged social groups and genders;
- represent flows of physical resources, information, ideas, or flows of influence, power, and control; and
- be dynamic, showing changes over time in resource management, in locations, boundaries, or in conflicts.

Conclusions

It is better to be roughly right than to be precisely wrong.

John Maynard Keynes

Precision cannot always be considered a necessity in Participatory GIS, precisely because spatial reality is not precise: it is always fuzzy and frequently ambiguous, although the degree certitude varies with the purpose of the PGIS. Moreover, precision is counter-productive when it is false precision and misrepresents what is fuzzy and ambiguous reality. However, innovative GIS and visualisation are coming into play, which can handle fuzzy capabilities. Some of the tools and ideas able to respond to the needs of ISK are these:

- Layering information, even in standard GIS, allows data from different groups and communities to be recorded. So comparisons between groups can be easily analysed and applied in negotiations, contributing to respect and legitimacy.
- Dynamic, interactive mapping and multi-media approaches show multiple views and voices, layers of information, and layers of time.
- Three-dimensional material models, like the P3DM family, give people a bird’s eye view, which literally provides alternative viewpoints.
- Features of dynamic animation or flash maps and new graphics software include: e.g. transparent layers, layers ‘turn-on/off’, shading, fuzzy symbols, blurring boundaries, etc.
- Sound can be added to the display, and interactive hyperlinks can link to other material and websites including photographs, videos, texts, images.

PGIS is eventually developing the potentials to elicit and create displays of ambiguous, fuzzy, non-precise – even discursive and emotional – spatial knowledge and rich pictures of a multi-textured world.
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